Society amends Constitution & Bylaws after a gap of 22 years

The ever growing popularity of the society probably due to its robust membership base and yearning of members & sponsoring organizations for knowing & adoption of cutting edge technologies, knowledge dissemination and clamour for excellence, has grown its membership from meagre in few tens at the time of inception to around two thousands with nine regional chapters and fifteen students chapters spanning all corners of India to overseas. This has necessitated the bylaws to be more elaborative, clear and non manipulative in order to avoid manoeuvrability. The earlier bodies have also taken the task but to no avail. The executive body 2012-14 has initiated the task early on so as to finish it before the end of the term and successfully completed on 5th August 2014.

The process was started with calling of GBM on 26th April 2013 and taking the suggestion from all the members and chapters. The salient features of amendments are free increment, fixed number of terms of the President, nomination procedure for the President, election procedure, provision for vacant position of executives including President and automatic ceasing of the executive post from the chapter, in case of joining in other chapter.

The amended constitution & bylaws are loaded in the website of the society.